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ABSTRACT 
An international consensus has developed that the goals of nonproliferation and preventing nuclear 
terrorism are served when uses of highly enriched uranium (HEU) are switched to low-enriched 
uranium (LEU). Given the technical feasibility of converting the remaining uses and the existing 
large stocks of HEU from excess Cold War weapons sufficient for even a very long transition, it 
should be unnecessary to produce more. HEU is used to fuel research, isotope-production and naval 
reactors, and for medical radioisotope production targets. According to current plans, virtually all 
radioisotope production targets will be converted within the next few years and it appears likely that 
almost all of the approximately thirty remaining research reactors that consume significant 
quantities of HEU will either be converted or retired within the next 20 years. This would leave 
naval and isotope-production reactors. Currently, four countries have naval-propulsion reactors 
fueled with HEU: the US, Russia, UK and India, while France and China use LEU. Recently, the 
US naval-reactor establishment expressed a willingness to launch an R&D program to develop LEU 
fuel and Congress asked for a plan. Russia is designing its new icebreaker propulsion reactors to use 
LEU. Russia and the U.S. have between them enough HEU to satisfy current global requirements 
for a century. The two countries already supply fuel to HEU-fueled research reactors still operating 
in other countries and the US also supplies the HEU used by UK naval reactors. India does not have 
access to a large HEU stockpile for its naval reactors for a transition period but potentially could 
draw on Russia’s stock if it were willing to allow the IAEA to verify that none was being diverted 
to weapons. The two isotope-production reactors in Russia that are fueled with HEU are to be 
replaced by one reactor that also could be designed to use LEU fuel. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
HEU production for nuclear weapons is only necessary when weapons stocks are growing. 
Otherwise, HEU from old warheads can be recycled into their replacements. 

End use Estimated annual HEU use  (metric tons) 

Naval-reactor fuel2  4  (2.5 U.S/UK, 1.5 Russia) 

Isotope-production reactor fuel (Russia)  1   (until 2023) 

Breeder-reactor fuel (Russia)  1 (weapon-grade equivalent) until 2020-25 

Research reactor fuel  0.7      

Medical isotope production targets  0.04 

Total ~ 7 tons/year 

Table 1. Estimated annual global non-weapons use of HEU in 2015. 
Russia and the U.S. recovered huge quantities of HEU when they down-sized their Cold War 
stockpiles of nuclear warheads. Even after down-blending a combined 700 tons of HEU to LEU for 
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use in power reactor fuel, Russia and the United States still have respectively about 500 and 200 
tons of HEU excess to their weapons requirements.3  

Table 1 shows estimates of current global uses of HEU for non-weapon purposes totaling about 7 
tons per year.  The biggest users – and the furthest behind in the conversion process – are U.S. and 
Russian naval propulsion reactors. Naval use is therefore a major focus of this paper.  
After naval reactors, the second largest use of HEU is in three Russian reactors: two that produce 
tritium and other radioisotopes and the BN-600 breeder reactor.  It is expected that these reactors 
will cease operations within a decade. Russia has announced that it will replace the isotope-
production reactors by a single dual-purpose power and isotope-production reactor in 2023.4 
Hopefully, the replacement reactor will be LEU-fueled like its U.S. and French counterparts.  The 
BN-600, which started operations in 1980, is to retire in 2020 or 2025.5 Other experimental and 
“demonstration” breeder reactors deployed by China, India and Russia are expected to use 
plutonium fuel.  

Research reactors 

The third largest use of HEU is for research-reactor fuel (Table 2). Converting HEU-fueled research 
reactors to LEU and cleaning out their inventories of fresh and spent HEU fuel has been the major 
focus of the U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration’s Global Threat Initiative (recently 
renamed the Materials Management and Minimization Program).  The number of known high-
powered (> 30 kWt) HEU-fueled reactors has been reduced to 27. Fourteen are in Russia, which has 
been cooperating with the U.S. in converting Soviet-supplied research reactors in other countries 
but not at home in Russia. Five of the six high-powered, HEU-fueled research reactors in the U.S. 
and the four in Europe are awaiting the high-uranium-density LEU fuel that will make their 
conversion possible. Unfortunately, lengthening delays in the development of that fuel may result in 
these reactors, which mostly began operating in the 1960s and 1970s (see Figure 1), retiring before 
they can be converted.6 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Table 2. Reported HEU fueled research reactors by region and type as of late 2015. A list of the 
reactors by country may be found on the website of the International Panel on Fissile Materials.7 

 

 High-power 
reactors 

(>30 kWt) 

Low-power 
reactors 

(≤30 kWt) 

Critical and 
subcritical  
assemblies  

Pulsed 
reactors  

Total 
 

Russia 14  0 25 14  53  

China 0 2 1 0 3  

EU 4 2 4  2 12 

USA 6 0 6 3 15 

Others 3  8 4 1 16 

Total 27 12  40  20  99  
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Fig. 1.  Currently operating high-powered HEU-fueled research reactors by date of first criticality as 
entered in the IAEA’s research reactor database. Two of the three reactors with the most recent 
dates, Russia’s OR-M (1988) and PIK (2012) are, in fact much older. Their construction began in 
1950 and 1976 respectively. Only Bavaria’s FRM II (2004) is a new reactor. 
In addition to the high-powered HEU-fueled research reactors, there are also low-powered reactors, 
critical assemblies and pulsed reactors. Most of the low-powered reactors are in the process of being 
converted. HEU-fueled pulsed reactors and critical assemblies do not require refueling but are of 
special security concern because their fuel is barely irradiated and therefore not self-protecting. 
Most can be retired. The U.S. has done so with almost all of its HEU-fueled pulsed reactors. U.S. 
HEU-fueled critical assemblies have been consolidated in a high-security facility on the Nevada 
National Security Site (formerly the Nevada Test Site).  

The final use of HEU is in targets for the production of radioisotopes that are fission products of U-
235 – especially 66-hour half-life molydenum-99, whose 6-hour half-life decay product, 
Technicium-99m is the dominant radioisotope attached to biochemical tracers for diagnostic tests. 
Here the resistance of the big producers to using LEU production “targets” has finally collapsed and 
the shift should be virtually complete within the next few years. 
The major remaining challenge to the elimination of HEU use therefore is naval reactors.  

Naval reactors 
Six nations currently have nuclear-powered submarines. Four use HEU fuel: the United States, 
United Kingdom, Russia and India. France uses LEU fuel and China is believed to as well.  
It is useful to think of the four remaining countries that use HEU fuel as two pairs. The U.S. shares 
its naval reactor technology with the UK.8 Russia reportedly has done the same with India,9 which 
has commissioned one nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine and has plans for more than ten 
nuclear-powered vessels, including attack submarines.  
The United States provided assistance to France’s naval reactor program in its early stages and 
transferred HEU to France for the first land-based prototype propulsion reactor.10 The reactors in 
France’s first ballistic-missile submarines may have been modeled on the U.S. S5W reactor and 
fueled with HEU.11 France, however, quickly converted its submarine fleet to LEU.12 
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The biggest technical challenge to ending HEU use in U.S. and UK naval reactors stems from the 
fact that their new nuclear submarines have lifetime cores.13 These stringent requirements can 
increase the U-235 requirements of a lifetime core significantly. The cores of the in-production U.S. 
Virginia-class attack submarine have a 33-year design life. The cores of the next-generation U.S. 
ballistic-missile submarines, currently in final development, have a 42-year design life.14 The new-
generation Ford-class aircraft carrier, the first of which has just been completed, is to be refueled at 
mid-life after 23 years.  The UK’s new Astute-class attack submarine is also to have a lifetime core 
as is the UK’s planned new ballistic-missile submarine.15 All U.S. and UK naval propulsion reactors 
are fueled with weapon-grade (93.5% U-235) uranium.  
The first U.S. nuclear submarines had reactor compartment hatches to facilitate refueling 
operations.16 Subsequently, for reasons that are not clear to us, the U.S. nuclear Navy came to 
eschew refueling hatches, although U.S. ballistic-missile submarines are equipped with three large 
logistics hatches.17  In the absence of refueling hatches, it became necessary to cut open the 
submarine hulls to refuel and then carefully weld them shut again afterwards. This process added an 
estimated 8 months to major outages for overhaul and modernization.18 This has been used to justify 
the development of lifetime cores.  

 
Figure 2. Transverse cross-section of a submarine hull showing a notional layout for a “two-loop” 
nuclear propulsion reactor and shielded passageway, with associated vertical U shaped tubes in the 
steam generators and primary coolant pumps.19 This is a representation of the nuclear power plant 
in the first French ballistic missile submarines, likely based on a U.S. design.20 Note that, unlike 
current U.S. submarines, the hull has a large refueling hatch above the reactor. 
Achieving compact lifetime cores required the National Nuclear Security Administration’s Naval 
Reactor Program (NR) to push the uranium density in its fuel to what it thought, in its 1995 Report 
to Congress would be the limit that could be achieved while maintaining the robustness required of 
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naval fuel. NR estimated that, to get the same core life with 19.75% enriched LEU fuel would 
require about three times the core volume.21 In an update in 2014, however, NR stated that “recent 
work has shown that the potential exists to develop an advanced fuel system that could increase 
uranium loading beyond what is practical today while meeting the rigorous performance 
requirements for naval reactors. Success is not assured, but an advanced fuel system might enable 
either a higher energy naval core using HEU fuel, or allow using LEU fuel with less impact on 
reactor lifetime, size, and ship costs.”22 The Director of Naval Reactors subsequently testified, 
however, that, while LEU fuel might be useable in aircraft carrier reactors, a lifetime core would not 
be achievable for U.S. submarines.23 Presumably he meant that it would not be achievable absent an 
increase in the core size. An increase in reactor core volume does not necessarily require an increase 
in hull size, however – or even necessarily an increase in core height.24  Figure 2, from an article by 
a former head of Technicatome (Areva TA), the French naval-reactor design and manufacturing 
company, shows that the reactor core is small relative to the diameter of the submarine hull and that 
the total height required is determined primarily by other requirements such as the need for space to 
withdraw the control rods and for nuclear power system elements such as the steam generators, 
pressurizer and radiation shielding. 

 

 
Figure 3. Cross section of a reactor compartment showing an arrangement for a French LEU-fueled 
reactor in which steam-generators have been integrated into the reactor pressure vessel. 25 
There are other possible arrangements, however. Figure 3, for example, shows an arrangement that 
has been adopted by the French in which the steam generators are integrated into the reactor 
pressure vessel and the control-rod drives are on the side. This eliminates the large external steam 
generators (Figure 2) and associated piping, reducing significantly both the risk of loss of coolant 
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accident and the amount of shielding required for the compartment, while improving natural 
circulation in the core. Displacing the shielded passage through the reactor compartment, from 
above the reactor to its side also makes possible a taller pressure vessel. 

 
Figure 4. Left: HEU fuel submarine fuel assembly design used for driver assemblies in the first core 
of the US Shippingport reactor, seen from above. 26 The longevity of these fuel assemblies was 
more than tripled between Core 1 and Core 2 by replacing the uranium-zirconium metal alloy fuel 
meat with uranium oxide.27 Center: “Caramel” LEU fuel used in French naval reactors.28  Right: 
“Cermet” fuel developed for Russia’s nuclear-powered icebreakers.29 

The U.S. Government has declassified little information about U.S. naval fuel design beyond the 
basic physics and modeling of pressurized water reactor cores and the design of the first two cores 
of the Shippingport power reactor (1958-82), which that had HEU elements from the naval program 
(Figure 4, left). Some information about French and Russian fuel design is available, however.  

France plans to use ≤  6% enriched uranium fuel in its new Suffern-class attack submarines,30 which 
will be refueled approximately every ten years.31 Including video and ultrasonic inspections of the 
reactor and piping, refueling current French nuclear submarines takes 1.5 to 2 months.32 The “meat” 
of the “caramel” LEU fuel design is made of thin square tablets of UO2 surrounded on their thin 
sides by zircaloy ribs and sandwiched between zircaloy sheets (Figure 4, center).  The meat, 
including the zircaloy ribs, has an average uranium density of about 7 grams/cc.  

Russian submarines too are refueled approximately every ten years.33  This should make it much 
easier to convert their cores to LEU than the lifetime cores of the new U.S. submarines.  Also 
Russia’s (and India’s) naval fuel is mostly enriched from 21 to 45 percent, which is much closer to 
LEU than U.S. weapon-grade.34 Indeed, Russia has decided to use LEU fuel in the reactors of its 
next-generation nuclear-powered icebreakers.  The uranium density in the “meat” of the new LEU 
fuel (Figure 4, right) is about 6 grams/cc, twice that of the 90% enriched HEU fuel currently used in 
the icebreakers.  Fabrication of the fuel is surprisingly straightforward. Sintered spheroidal particles 
of UO2 with diameters of a few millimeters are poured into a tube of zircaloy cladding and then 
vibropacked and the spaces between filled with molten aluminum alloy. The aluminum provides 
good heat conductivity and the porosity of the UO2 particles accommodates the gaseous fission 
products.35  

An HEU production ban 

The consumptive use of HEU for purposes other than naval fuel is declining rapidly:  
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• There is no technical obstacle to replacing it with LEU in medical isotope production targets and 
a broad consensus has developed within the industry to do so. HEU use for this purpose is likely 
to be phased out outside Russia within the next few years; 

• Russia could – and hopefully will – end HEU fuel use in isotope-production and breeder 
reactors when its current reactors of these types are shutdown, probably within a decade; and 

• Almost all of the remaining high-powered HEU-fueled research reactors for which suitable 
LEU fuel is unavailable are likely to shut down within the next two decades and it appears 
unlikely that any new HEU-fueled research reactors will be built. 

The elimination of HEU fuel in naval reactors is at an earlier stage. China probably always used 
LEU fuel. France’s navy started shifting to LEU in the 1970’s to avoid competing for HEU with the 
weapons program, and to avoid the cost of refurbishing or replacing the Pierrelatte enrichment 
plant, which produced France’s HEU and closed in 1996.36  

That leaves the U.S., UK, Russia and India, with the U.S. and Russia being the key countries 
because they have the largest nuclear navies and because the UK and India respectively use fuel of 
U.S. and Russian design.  In Russia and India, converting to LEU would be relatively easy 
technically because their naval reactors mostly use fuel of medium enrichment and Russia refuels 
its submarines every ten years or so. 
The technical challenge is greater for the U.S. and UK, which have committed to lifetime cores in 
their nuclear submarines. We have argued above, however, that it may be possible to develop LEU 
lifetime cores without increasing the sizes of the submarines if the new high-density fuel design that 
the U.S. has developed proves out and is combined with modestly larger cores. If this combination 
proves to be non-viable, the U.S. and UK could return to refueling their submarines during their 
mid-life major overhauls. This would be made much easier if they installed refueling hatches in 
their next-generation submarines. 

Political will is required, however. The U.S. succeeded in generating an international consensus to 
phase out the use of HEU in research reactor fuel to the maximum extent possible after 9/11 
generated the fear of what terrorists could do with HEU.  The U.S. did not confront its own nuclear 
navy on the issue, however – perhaps rationalizing that the HEU in the naval fuel cycle is much 
more secure than at some non-military sites. Security is costly, however, and does not reduce the 
risk of theft to zero– especially at times of political turmoil, to which nuclear-weapon states are not 
immune.  And a theft of HEU anywhere would result in a nuclear threat to cities everywhere.  
One contribution to the generation of the necessary political will to phase out HEU use would be to 
broaden the ban on HEU production for weapons in the proposed Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty to a 
ban on HEU production for any purpose. As noted above, Russia has 500 tons of excess HEU and 
the U.S. about 200 tons. At current usage rates, that is enough for more than 50 years and current 
usage rates are declining. The only issue is to assure that there is a supply for all users during the 
transition. For all non-military uses, the U.S. and Russia already are the international suppliers, 
subject to the condition in almost all cases that the user convert to LEU as soon as technically 
possible. For UK naval use, the U.S. is the supplier. That leaves India’s naval use.  
Under the proposed Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty, it would be necessary to verify that any HEU 
produced after the treaty came into force was not being diverted to weapons use. If India were 
willing to accept verification arrangements to assure that HEU supplied for its naval use by Russia 
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or the United States was not being diverted to weapons,37 then perhaps such a supply could be 
arranged. It is likely, however, that, rather than becoming the sole nuclear weapon state subject to 
such verification arrangements, India would prefer to transition its navy to LEU as rapidly as 
possible. 
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